DELIVERING SUSTAINABLE VALUE

Transportation Solutions for the Fracking Industry
Hydraulic fracturing – fracking – to harvest natural gas and petroleum reserves from shale is
a booming business. According to a report by IHS Global Insight published in December 2011,
fracking is forecast to contribute $118 billion toward U.S. economic growth over the next four
years. But as industry growth soars, so do the logistical challenges of doing business.
Fortunately, ChemLogix offers cost-effective solutions for overcoming these challenges
which improve supply chain visibility, create efficiencies and benefit your bottom line.
Around the world, manufacturers, constructors,
distributors and suppliers to the fracking industry depend
on our best-in-breed technology and industry expertise to
streamline the process of moving their
materials from Point A to Point B.
ChemLogix’ industry clout delivers results in four key ways:
• Intermodal – ChemLogix covers every terrain,
		 regardless of load size or destination, and selects
		 only carriers who meet our exacting performance,
		 safety and reliability standards
• Consulting – ChemLogix’ background, expertise
		 and proven track record of world-class logistics
		 performance applies industry best practices to
		 achieve your objectives
• Transportation Brokerage Services – ChemLogix’
		 unrivaled network of industry relationships affords
		 access to preferential rates
• Rail Fleet Management – At every point in the
		 supply chain, from build, to track and trace, to
maintenance schedules, ChemLogix’ robust
systems keep your fleet moving  
ChemLogix brings significant value to companies working in
the fracking industry. Whether your need involves full outsource capability, a system to increase visibility, a method
for reducing transportation expenses, or answers to a
logistical obstacle, we are your comprehensive resource
for transportation solutions.

“America’s ability to harvest these energy sources will
change our lives over the next 20 years. ChemLogix’s
broad range of experience in providing comprehensive
logistics solutions to the energy industry can be a huge
competitive advantage to companies seeking success in
this rapidly expanding business segment”.
– Jim Suber, Sales Director

Transparency and Access at Every Gateway
Regardless of shipment size, frequency, end destination or
product type, ChemLogix has the answer:
Global – ChemLogix designed a transportion plan for a
US importer working with a Chinese manufacturer of HCL
to ship product over international waters into the US at
rates competitive with domestic HCL.   
Intermodal – ChemLogix facilitated the cost-competitive
shipment of high volumes of a synthetic acid used in
fracking from an East Coast US supplier to the western
US and Canada for the product manufacturer
Rail Fleet Management – ChemLogix developed a
completely transparent tracking, load monitoring, and rail
yard management plan to allow a leading manufacturer of
fracking sand to optimize its 4200-car rail fleet and become
more competitive

About ChemLogix
ChemLogix, LLC is an international provider of
comprehensive logistics management and technology
services that together with its supply chain consulting
resources enable its clients to improve performance and
drive economic value. ChemLogix is committed to solving
our customers’ logistics challenges through proven
expertise, best-of-breed technology and a high-touch,
service-oriented approach to deliver value that is both
measurable and sustainable.
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